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ODR Fitter

This program uses Orthogonal Distance Regression to fit a mathematical model to two-dimensional data with
uncertainties in both x and y. Both random and systematic uncertainties are allowed, and the uncertainties
do not have to be Gaussian. The program should run on any version of Python 2.7+ or 3+ that has numpy,
scipy, and matplotlib installed.

Orthogonal Distance Regression
• Good when both

σx and σy are significant

• Minimizes 
orthogonal distances from 
data to curve:  
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What you must do

Initialize fit

To do your own fit, modify the code section labelled #### Mandatory User Definitions to define:

1. func : the model you are trying to fit (i.e. y=func(x, p)),
• x are the data values of “independent variable
• p are the parameters that the fit optimizes,

2. data_file : the name of the data file read in by numpy.loadtxt,
3. p_guess : the initial guesses for the fit parameters.

• If the guess if poor, the fit may not converge to the best values.
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Data Format

The data file should have one data point on each line in the format x, σx, y, σy, scale; the values can be
separated by whitespace or commas. The scale factor is optional, e.g. is 1 for all points. Datafile lines
beginning with “#” are treated as comments (with an exception for systematic uncertainties, see below). A
simple data file might look like:

#x dx y dy scale
11.9 0.1 26.1 0.1 1
8.9 0.1 9.3 0.1 1
6.3 0.1 2.9 0.1 1
7.0 0.1 21.0 0.1 2
...

Systematic uncertainties can be reported by adding lines beginning with # a_x, da_x, b_x, db_x = or
# a_x, da_x, b_x, db_x =. Here is example of a full data file:

## x calibration uncertainties (assuming x_true = a_x + b_x * x_measured)
# a_x, da_x, b_x, db_x = 0, 0.05, 0.17857, 0.001
## y calibration uncertainties (assuming y_true = a_y + b_y * y_measured)
# a_y, da_y, b_y, db_y = 0, 0.05, 0.17857, 0.001
#x dx,y,dy, scale
11.9 0.1,26.1,0.1,1
8.9,0.1,9.3,0.1,1
6.3,0.1,2.9,0.1,1
7.0,0.1,21.0,0.1,2
8.0,0.1,7.0,0.1,1
12.7,0.1,32.8,0.2,1
10.2,0.1,16.8,0.1,1
9.1,0.1,23.2,0.1,2
20.8,0.1,31.3,0.2,1
8.9,0.1,24.7,0.1,2
8.5,0.1,25.3,0.1,2
9.9,0.1,19.0,0.1,2

This assumes linear systematics without correlations between x and y, but the code could be modified if the
systematics are non-linear.

Optional changes to code

You are, of course, welcome to modify the code in any way you wish, but a few more common changes can be
modified in the #### Mandatory User Definitions code section:

1. x_label, y_label : labels for plot axes
2. Number_of_MC_iterations : number of Monte Carlo iterations. 100 is a good choice to start so the

code will run quickly, but a > 1000 is better for final fits.
3. Decide whether you want some optional fitted curves on the output plot:

• plot_initial_guess : fit function with initial guesses
• plot_MC_fits : with Monte Carlo mean, median, or extreme parameters
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4. The probability distributions associated with uncertainties that are used to generate Monte Carlo
data values by “smearing” the observed or fit values. The default assumption is that the reported
uncertainties (σx, σy) is the standard deviation of a gaussian distribution, but a uniform distribution
(where y ± σy defines the full range of uncertainty of y) is sometimes appropriate (e.g. reading error of
a digital instrument), and other distributions are sometimes more realistic.

• smear_x_data : random x
• smear_y_data : random y
• smear_scale_x : systematic x scale
• smear_scale_y : systematic y scale
• smear_x_offset : systematic x offset
• smear_y_offset : systematic y offset

5. Whether systematic uncertainties are correlated, e.g. if the same instrument is used to measure both x
and y:

• correlated_scale : Default is False
• correlated_offset : Default is False

6. The values of the uncertainties can be set in the code, e.g. if they appear to have been misevaluated.
• x_sigma, y_sigma : random uncertainties
• dx_offset, dx_scale, dy_offset, dy_scale : systematic uncertainties

Output from program

On the following pages is the text output from a Gaussian fit to the above data file. The output first identifies
the data file, prints out the ODR model function, and lists any systematic uncertainties. It then lists the
fitted parameters, their estimated uncertainties, the initial guesses, and the parameter correlation matrix. An
quasi-χ2 is calculated from the uncertainty normalized orthogonal distances of the data points from the fit
line, and confidence level estimated assuming the quasi-χ2 actually has a χ2 distribution.

This initial ODR result ignores any systematic uncertainties. Small systematic offset uncertainties could be
included in the fit via the covariance matrices of the input data, but scale (normalization) errors are more
problematic1, so the evaluation of the effect of systematics is left for Monte Carlo estimation.

The data are consistent with the Gaussian model. The median Monte Carlo uncertainties are significantly
larger than the the original ODR uncertainties, reflecting the relatively large systematic uncertainties. In
general, the Monte Carlo parameter medians are more robust than the means, which are sensitive to just a
few (or even one) extreme value, and should be taken as the best estimates of the parameter uncertainties.
The code can easily be modified to print out 95% CI (or any other) uncertainties, or a histogram of the
distribution of Monte Carlo parameters could be added.

Figure 1 shows the plot output of the above nice fit. The original ODR fit (in blue) and curves plotted with
the mean and median Monte Carlo parameters all fit the data very closely. The cyan dotted curve shows the
single Monte Carlo fit (out of 1001 in total) with the largest y value, so you can see an extreme example of
the possible range of variance at the 1/1001 chance level.

Effect of a poor initial guess

The initial guess of the Gaussian parameters for the fit shown in Figure 1 was p=(3,1,2) (which produces
the green dashed curve). Figure 2 shows what happens if the the initial guess for the peak position is simply
changed from 3 to 2, i.e. p=(2,1,2). The fit converges to parameter values that produce a curve far from
the data. The fit presumably found a local minimum of the summed orthogonal distances (as a function of p)
and could not find its way to the global best fit. (The black lines from the red data points to the blue curve
show the Orthogonal Distances that the fitting program was trying to minimize. These are also plotted in
Figure 1 but are too small to see.)

1On the use of the covariance matrix to fit correlated data, G. D’Agostini, Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A 346 (1994)
306-311; doi:10.1016/0168-9002(94)90719-6. (also http://inspirehep.net/record/361137/files/desy93-175.pdf).
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Python 3.6.3

***********************************************************
ORTHOGONAL DISTANCE REGRESSION

***********************************************************

Fitting 12 Data points from file ellipses_Gauss_02_DCB.txt to following Model function
def gaussian(x,*p) :

from numpy import exp
mu = p[0] # Peak position
sigma = p[1] # Peak width
y_mu = p[2] # Peak height scale
return y_mu*exp(-(x-mu)**2/(2*sigma**2))

Systematics
Scale systematics are correlated.
x_true = 0.0±0.05 + (0.17857±0.001)*x_measured
y_true = 0.0±0.05 + (0.17857±0.001)*y_measured

**** ODR has finished with: Sum of squares convergence

Estimated parameters, uncertainties, and starting guesses
p[0] = 2.9719 +/- 0.010698 Guessed: 3
p[1] = 0.76389 +/- 0.0076447 Guessed: 1
p[2] = 9.0509 +/- 0.048243 Guessed: 2

ODR Correlation Matrix
[[ 1. 0.73326728 -0.34473028]
[ 0.73326728 1. -0.46574909]
[-0.34473028 -0.46574909 1. ]]

Quasi Chi-Squared/dof = 1.23347, Quasi CDF = 26.88333%

**** Running Monte Carlo CDF Estimator ****
1001 successful MC simulations in 2.37031 seconds.

Fraction of Monte Carlo quasi-chi-squared values larger than value for ODR fit:
Monte Carlo CDF = 47.6%

MC Fit parameters Average + Standard Deviation; Median and 68.3% interval
p[0] = 2.96979 +/- 0.065629 ; 2.97037 + 0.067148 - 0.064942
p[1] = 0.762471 +/- 0.0110689 ; 0.762416 + 0.0111626 - 0.0115749
p[2] = 9.06303 +/- 0.120036 ; 9.05967 + 0.12415 - 0.11839

Monte Carlo Correlation Matrix
[[ 1. 0.59288971 0.42176149]
[ 0.59288971 1. 0.58675254]
[ 0.42176149 0.58675254 1. ]]

Check For Bias in MC Fit parameters
(Monte Carlo median)/(fit value) - 1

p[0] Bias : -0.0006931 +/- 0.0008704 ( -0.80 SD)
p[1] Bias : -0.001793 +/- 0.0004763 ( -3.76 SD)
p[2] Bias : +9.286e-05 +/- 0.0002898 ( 0.32 SD)
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Figure 1: Nice ODR output plot example
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Figure 2: ODR fit to same data as Fig. 1 but with a poor initial guess for the parameters.
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